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Awards

A. Montaser — recipient of DOE Grant; recently elected Chairman of the Baltimore-Washington Section of the Society for Applied Spectroscopy; recently named to the Editorial Advisory Board of the International Journal “Spectrochimica Acta.”

H. Miller — recipient of NIST Grant.

D. Ramaker — recipient of grants from ONR and NRL.

Front (L to R): T. Hufford, D. Lipscomb, H. Wagner, D. Johnson, R. Packer

Front (L to R): N. Filipescu, M. Pivovarov, J. Hilderbrandt, T. Perros, D. Ramaker
M. Schmidt, J. Levy, J. Miller, E. Caress, M. King
Back: N. Filipescu

Chemistry
Elliott School for International Affairs

Awards


R. Spector — visiting Professor in Dept. of History from Feb. 1-June 30 at Princeton University.

L. Travers — grant for $106,000 from Ford Foundation.

J. Miller — appointed program director of exchange between 15 APSIA Schools of Diplomacy and the Soviet Schools of Diplomacy.

J. Post — interviewed by CNN, NBC, CBS, C-SPAN, and NPR on the psychology of Saddam Hussein.

Front (L to R):
W. Roberts
C. Linden
H. Nau
M. East
R. Palmer
G. Stambuk

Middle:
H. Hinton
C. Elliott
R. Spector
S. Wolchik
C. Herber
M. Moore
S. Smith
N. Vanortis
M. Sodaro
H. Feigenbaum

Back:
C. Menges
P. Klaren
B. Rycroft
C. Deering
J. Longstan
P. Hill
H. Agnew

Faculty 55
Awards

F. Moskowitz — honored by Panhellenic Association of GW for her contribution to education and for her position as a role model for women students.

M. Clair — honored by Panhellenic Association of GW for her contribution to education and for her position as a role model for women students.

T. Wallace — received a Junior-Faculty Scholar Incentive Award to conduct research.


G. Paster — holds a Guggenheim Fellowship for 1990-91.


Middle: C. Tate, D. Moshenburg, A. Nissen, C. Sten, N. Whishard, S. Haedikke, R. Ganz, M. Clair, G. Bozzini, M. Dow

Back: J. Green, D. Carter, J. Quitslund
Geography and Regional Sciences

A. Viterito
D. Vermeer
D. Hart
M. Price
M. Lewis
M. Jordan
J. Lowe

Front (L to R):
G. Savage
R. Stott
R. Hadley

Back:
J. Horton
W. Becker
C. Herber
L. Schwoerer
E. Kennedy

History
Music

Front (L to R):
R. Parris
G. Steiner
M. Garst
S. Kim
C. Pickar

Back:
N. Tilkens
R. Guenther
T. Konstantinov
Naval Science

Front (L to R):
Skc. Mahdr
Qmcs. Nettles
GySgt. Williams
Ync. Sweezy

Back:
Lt. Moser
Lt. Turek
Capt. Martin
Cdr. Carter
Lt. Cox
Lt. Perry
Capt. Wilkerson

Operations Research

Front (L to R):
G. McCormick
T. Irony
R. Soland

Back:
N. Singpurwalla
H. Clark
T. Mazzachi
D. Gross
J. Falk
A. Fiacco
I. Ushakov
W. Marlow

Faculty 59
Religion

A. Hiltebeitel
R. Eisen
R. Jones
H. Yeide
S. Quitslund
A. Ziffren
Awards

R. Valero — grant from University Facilitating Funds, GW 1989-90.

Front (L to R):
E. Morder
M. Ferretti
M. Arment

Middle:
I. Azar
M. T. Davis

Back:
G. Huve
R. Valero
J. Robb
W. Addison
M. Delenclos
J. Thibault
Slavic Languages

Awards
I. Thompson — Florence Steiner Award from the American Council for the Teaching of Foreign Languages
Y. Okhovsky
M. Miller
R. Robin
C. Moser
Speech and Hearing

Front (L to R):
S. Yaffe-Oziel
J. Regnell
A. Schmidt
D. Brewer

Back:
J. Hillis
L. Bowling
W. Cupples
C. Linebuh
Theater and Dance

Front (L to R):
W. Pucilowsky
N. Garner
C. Guidemius

Back:
J. EL
L. Jacobson
B. Sabelli
S. Haedick
A. Johnson
M. Withers
Year in Review
As September rolled around and classes began, students resumed studying outside in sun-larding September days and "getting better into the swing" of classes.

The International Student Society kicked off the year with their Garden Party. The Marvin Center was the scene for an inventive party. Aboard the SS Marvin Center, students tempted their luck at a casino, enjoyed the music of Tunjibond and Formula, participated in an improvisation with Odd Cargo, and had chances to win many prizes.

An Activities Fair was held in the courtyard of the Marvin Center, where student groups displayed their finesse in soliciting for new members. GW moved full steam ahead into the coming year.
This year's Program Board sponsored Fall Fest, "The Fall of Rome," was complete with Trojan Soldiers and Roman baths. A dunk tank where students were able to attempt dunking their student leaders in freezing cold water was one of the attractions. Another favored attraction was a great grape mash, where one got to feel like an ancient Roman, and squish his toes in grapes. Music surged from the bands - New Rhythm and Blues Quartet and the Good Guys. Food?! Food?! Try pretzels, cotton candy, popcorn, and soda to suit your taste. The quad was decoratively designed in balloons and color, as gladiators battled. The moon bounce as well as the entire event was enjoyed by all.
Ex-Mayor of Washington D.C. spoke on campus to discuss the district's problems. He issued his concern over the city not being designated any representatives or senators, and discussed statehood for the district. Barry also addressed the problems that Washington public schools are faced with due to their need for additional monies. Racism was also addressed in his report and he stated that racial barriers of intolerance and misunderstanding can be broken.

In a "Town Meeting" held at George's, students voiced their complaints about the University's food service, academic advising, financial aid, cosmetic versus academic priorities and administrative priorities to the Vice President for Student and Academic Affairs Robert Chernak. Chernak said he took many pages of notes and was intent on investigating the problems brought to his attention.

Midnight Oil played to a raging audience in the Smith Center on September 21. The ticket holders got more for their money's worth. The Midnight Oil crew - headed by Garrett, with guitarist Martin Rotsey, Bones Hillina on bass, Jim Moginie on both keys and guitar and drummer Rob Hirsh played the crowd's favorite tunes, including the title track hit "Blue Sky Mining." Garult ranted about the Middle East crisis, the environment, and government officials as the audience got pumped and ready for action.
"The Strategic Shift in Soviet Foreign Policy" was the title of the panel issued to discuss that topic. Anatoly B. Mitropolsky, an economic affairs specialist and member of the Christian Democratic Party in the Soviet Union, said the Gulf Crisis has accelerated improvements in relations between the United States and the Soviet Union. However Ray Cline, chairman of the U.S. Global Strategy Council, represented the United States into discussion. He claimed the situation within the Soviet Union was not improving. Both panelists did acknowledge that the situation in the Soviet Union is not a good one.

Armenians must elect public officials who can combat the major domestic problems of the Post Cold War society. Alexandria Mayor Jim Moran (D-Va) proclaimed at the GW College Democrats sponsored event. Moran criticized those people who hoard resources and do not care about the masses of sick and impoverished people. Moran served on Alexandria’s city council for ten years and has been mayor for four years.

The forum on the First Amendment sparked debate, flag burning, record banning, and art funding were scrutinized by both liberals and conservative panelists. It became an argument between two lines - one line believing that first amendment maintaining that the protection of the youth wasn't the issue, rather the issue was about fear and power.

Opening Convocation brought with it this year President Stephen Joel Trachtenburg outlining seven issues he planned to address this year. The Keter Betts New Orleans Band led the procession of faculty, administrators, and representatives of more than 50 student organizations around campus. Following the speeches, the University Troubadors performed a medley of Sesame Street songs and led a singing of the Alma Mater. A reception in the University Yard followed the ceremonies.

"Back to Life, Back
To Reality."
— Soul II Soul
Reverend Jesse Jackson addressed racism and the "new world order" at a speech rendered this month at GW. The United States needs to adhere to five principles when establishing a policy in creating a new world order - obeying international law, committing to determination, fighting for human rights, providing for economic justice, and developing global harmony, reflected Jackson at the event sponsored by the GW College Democrats, the Black Peoples' Union, and the Progressive Student Union. Jackson also cited that the sanctions imposed on Iraq should have been based on morality, not on economics. He also spoke on issues of racism, South Africa, the Iraqi crisis, and DC statehood.

Another celebrity also appearing at GW this month was Hunter S. Thompson. "I'm here to talk about, uh... I'm not sure... what I don't do is make speeches, what I do is talk. A little social intercourse. Speak about whatever bothers you," cited Thompson. With that, he opened the floor up to questions. Drugs, the Middle East crisis, his arrest on charges of sex, drugs, bombs, and violence - all of the above were rapidly discussed during this Program Board sponsored event.

Lai Lai Hayslip also spoke on campus during October. She discussed her book When Heaven and Earth Change Place, soon to be released on film. Her experiences in Vietnam as a citizen, was her point of concentration.
At a fashion show sponsored by Mademoiselle magazine and the Office of Campus Life, George Washington University students were able to show off their poise and modeling talent. Mademoiselle came to campus equipped with their special gift bags and exciting Benetton clothing allowing GW students, male and female, to participate not only watch. The evening was full of co-ordinated plaids, stripes, solids in different materials—wool, silk, and velvet among others.

The Residence Hall Association also brought their plant sale back to the campus. Selling all sorts of plants, and allowing students to decorate their apartments and residence hall rooms was their aim.

Another political speaker, Senator Chuck Robb (D-Va) was also highlighted this year. He spoke on the current budget crisis, what is being done on Capital Hill to solve it, and ways in which to improve the government of the United States. Robb believes that we have gotten ourselves into a gridlock over a resolution of the budget problem and that the government is not doing a good job in meeting its responsibilities to the people. Working on problems, rather than masking them, is the way to create a better government, according to this senator.

“I take my shirt off and pray.”
We’re coming up on reelection day.”
— Arcadia
Performing at the Smith Center, Natalie Merchant and the rest of the 10,000 Maniacs declared war on our government, society, and their own style of music. The 10,000 Maniacs devoted much of the Program Board sponsored concert to songs from their latest release, "Hope Chest", mainly composed of previously unreleased songs.

It was the old songs that led to an energetic and uncharacteristic performance from the generally mellow and socially conscious band.

Throughout the performance, Merchant pushed her causes - the Children's Defense Fund and House of Ruth's women's shelter in the District - while doing her required flopping and spinning on stage that fans have become accustomed to.
The Kuwaiti Ambassador to the United States, Sheikh Saud Nasir Al-Sabah, called the Iraqi invasion of his country the worst violation to human rights since the 1930's. Al-Sabah has served as ambassador to the US since 1981 and is also the non-resident ambassador to Canada and Venezuela. He has served in Kuwait's Ministry of Foreign Affairs since 1969. The ambassador condemned the Iraqi propaganda and misinformation about the invasion. He also stated that he was confident that the Iraqis would be expelled from Kuwait because of the support his country has received.

Many Asian groups came together to dance and party in the Asian Express. The benefits of the dance were donated to UNICEF, and all who attended had a good time.

The Israeli-American lobby - not oil, Kuwaiti sovereignty, of Saudi Arabia is the reason for American intervention in the Middle East charged Mohamed Al-Mashat, the Iraqi Ambassador to the United States. He stated that Iraq's reasons for invading Kuwait are that Iraq has a historical claim on Kuwait, and Iraq sees Kuwait as "waging an economic war" by violating an oil production quota set by OPEC. Prior to the event sponsored by the GW Program Board, many student groups protested.

The Affirmative Action Forum sparked controversy and fire. As members from the Black Peoples' Union and the Young Americans For Freedom squared off to debate, issues of racism, job opportunities, and education hit the floor. The audience engaged in the debate, questioning the panelists on their opinions and ideas. The panelists also directed questions to their opposition. BPU representatives said that YAF members implied a negative feeling about affirmative action because it causes reverse discrimination. After the questioning period, each group was allowed to make summary statements.
The Freedom Day 1990 Committee at GW commemorated the powerful event of the Berlin Wall being knocked down on the University Yard.

The committee constructed a 150 foot replica of the Berlin Wall from cardboard boxes and then let passersbys graffit the creation with various slogans. The slogans revolved around the freedom and democracy movements and also reflected the ideology of varied political factions. It was created to celebrate victory in Eastern Europe, but also to call attention to the problem that still remains there.

A wheelchair was placed in the Market Square this month for the "Bury the Wheelchair" program. The goal of the program was to fill the box encasing the wheelchair with monetary donations. The program was part of the Superdance sponsored by the GW Residence Hall Association. The project was to benefit the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

El Salvador still requires the support of the US government to prevent a coup echoed El Salvadorian ambassador Miguel Salaverria. Salaverria was brought to campus by the Young Americans For Freedom, where he outlined the objectives and needs of El Salvador. Also, he stressed the importance of peace for the El Salvadorian government while following the rites of democracy. The ambassador also stated that El Salvador uses the US as a role model for forming their democracy.
The Reserve Officers Training Corps Detachment 136 and GWU Aerospace Association presented a "Prisoners of War/missing in Action" flag to GW President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg. With Veterans Day and Thanksgiving approaching, the presentation was to reassure people that the men and women are not forgotten.

The "Books not Bricks" demonstration, sponsored by the Progressive Student Union brought attention to the brick controversy on campus. It succeeded in the goal of allowing a graduation senior to choose whether they want their name engraved in a decorative brick or placed in a new book for the Gelman Library. The students protested in front of Rice Hall and met with Trachtenberg for a discussion.

"Stop children what's that sound"
everybody look what's going down.

— Buffalo Springfield
With December rolling around, students at GW began to “crack their books” in preparation for finals and the end of the semester.

The Residence Hall Association held the second annual Winter Ball at the Mayflower Hotel in conjunction with American University. The evening was full of fun, entertainment, dancing, and food.

“It’s the most wonderful
time of the year."

— Bing Crosby
The month of January was filled with mixed emotions for the students of GW. Although anxious because of the start of the US involvement in the Gulf War, students on campus continued to share good times with their friends.

The Superdance highlighted this month's activities. This event, a 28-hour dance marathon to raise money for the Muscular Dystrophy Association, was sponsored by the Residence Hall Association. Approximately 35 individual dancers and 19 teams participated this year. The official song of the 1991 Superdance, "Do You Want To Dance," by the Beach Boys, kicked off the event.

The Moribound Brothers performed new versions of 70's music in the Rat during 70's week this month. The week long events, sponsored by the GW Program Board, brought back the era of polyester, bell bottoms, disco balls, Watergate, arts and crafts, white suits, and gold chains. A recreation of a disco in Market Square, a cultural discussion of the Soviet movements of the 70's, and a tie-dye fest highlighted the events of the week.

“I am proud to be an American,
"where at least I know I'm free."

Lee Greenwood
The month of February was filled with activities that all students on campus could participate. Homecoming week, events for Black History Month, campus elections, political speakers—it all kept GW bustling with excitement.

Homecoming events this year attracted many students. A brunch, talent show and block party kept students spirited as they shared a GW comradesy. The men's basketball team played Rhode Island as GW's students jammed into the Smith Center. Homecoming week activities were topped off by the traditional dinner and dance.

Mr. Jesse McDade, a black historian, spoke on the issue of racism. For this serious issue, the speaker used a light-hearted approach to inform his listeners about ongoing struggles.

The university's Program Board sponsored the program "Charge d'affaires of Lithuania to the United States." Mr. Stasys Lozoraitis spoke on living conditions in Lithuania, the most recent Soviet crackdown in Vilnius, and other matters of this oppressed Baltic state. In addition, he turned to the audience, and asked for their views on what course Lithuania should follow to gain her independence.
Student elections came once again in full force to campus this year. Posters supporting one candidate or another decorated the Quad, G street, the Marvin Center... Student forums were held and all of the candidates could be seen eagerly shaking hands with their perspective voters.

The results? Kyle Farmbry was elected the 1991-1992 academic year Student Association President and Dave Parker was re-elected Vice President of Student Affairs.
The Suitcase Party, jointly sponsored by the Black People's Union and the Residence Hall Association, went over very well this year. Music, fun, and a free trip to New Orleans were the main attractions for the event.

Ed Meese spoke on campus this month to an enthused audience. He proclaimed that President Bush was making the right decision to enter the war in the Gulf. He also declared that the "Reagan buildup" of arms was now paying off. However, he cautioned the listeners about the consequences that might occur if the forces are kept built up.

John Frohenmeyer spoke to his audience in reference to the arts. He traced the history of the artistic controversy from the Enlightenment to the present time. The American value system has changed, he proclaimed. The James Joyce Ulysses Trial was a reference to a case of tested tradition.
Sarah Brady, the wife of James Brady, former White House Press Secretary to Ronald Reagan, spoke on the issue of handgun control laws. Brady stated that Handgun Control Incorporated does not believe in banning or doing away with guns, but believes in rational, reasonable laws that can be passed to be used for control.

Martha's Marathon of Birthday Bargains went on smoothly in February. Auction items are given by local businesses and university personalities and help to raise money for housing scholarships. This year they raised over 20,000 dollars for the cause.

"If you knew your history then..."
you would know where you’re coming from."

Bob Marley
The Replacements blew through GW in the month of March. They sang such favorites as "Waitress in the Sky," "Merry Go Round," and "Skyway" to their captivated audience. The bass player made an unsuccessful attempt to sing; however, the crowd was very pleased by it. "All Shoot Down," the most recent album by the band was the source for much of the material played during this jamming time.
Former President of the United States Ronald Reagan was given an honorary degree in GW's Lisner Auditorium. In addition, a wing of the GW Hospital emergency room was dedicated to him. Lisner was filled to capacity as our former president gave his speech exonerating GW and the University Hospital. The acknowledgement of the hospital personnel that cared for him after he was shot 10 years ago, and a touching moment of the introduction of the nurse that held the President's hand in the ICU moved the audience. Ronald Reagan also spoke of the importance of the Brady Bill for handgun control and the importance of education in today's society.

Greek Week brought together many members of the Greek society through games, skits, and competitions. Individual fraternity and sorority letters were a constant sight as each member strove to put their group ahead of all others.

Eugene McCarthy also spoke on campus during the month of March. He stated that the United States' military is becoming a mercenary military, and that he feared the youth of this country are becoming too conservative.
things aren't what they used to be“

Robert Palmer
Chalk In was held this March on H street. Students graffitied the sidewalks and the street with colorful sayings and drawings to express their feelings of the time. Many designs and shapes were drawn using colorful chalk.

The annual Rat Jam, held in George's Rathskellar, attracted many students. The bands competed against one another for the spot of opening band at the Spring Thing concert later on in the month of April.

The program "Europe to 2000," sponsored by the GW Program Board informed students of the changes occurring in Europe. The panel represented many factions of the European community in order to present diverse information.
The annual International Dinner was a fun time for all. Music, food, international personalities, and dancing incorporated into a dynamic, colorful setting led to an international feeling. Each country, represented by their ambassador, could be seen in the spectrum of the different cultural flavors. Students viewed national dances, exotic foods, and mingled with dignitaries.
SPRING FLING
“Rockin Robin...
Tweet, Tweet, Tweet

Jackson 5
Senior Week was experienced by most of the graduating seniors this year at GW. A Milo's Happy Hour entailed free pizza and drink specials. Students mingled with their college friends as well as those they may not have seen since freshman year. In any case, pizza was eaten, memories were shared, and discussions about what the future holds took place.

The weather was perfect, just right for a picnic held on the Mall. Seniors took the time to play volleyball, eat hot dogs, and just relax, as graduation day rapidly approached.
The Graduation Gala was a wonderful time for graduating students and their families. Market Square held a jazz band, playing popular songs for those who wanted to dance. The ballroom was filled with a Latin aura due to the Spanish music and accompanying food. Parents and Students enjoyed the evening together.

The Senior Brunch was another activity included in Senior Week this year. Seniors had the chance to once again eat their favorite brunch foods and "hang out with their friends."
On May 12, 1991, The George Washington University graduated its class of seniors. Dressed in cap and gown, this year's class received their diplomas on Mother's Day. Lisner Auditorium and the Smith Center held the participants and the speakers on this long awaited day. The papers that were written, the exams that were taken, the final projects that were turned in - they all finally paid off on Graduation Day. Anxiety about what the future holds and happiness because of their accomplishments stood out on the faces of all graduates.
After the graduation exercises, the recent graduates could be seen posing for pictures with friends, family, and faculty. Introductions were finally made, tales of past experiences were told, and future phone numbers and addresses were exchanged. The mood was light-hearted and happy as everyone said their goodbyes. Yet, the mood was sad as the graduates realized their reign at GW was finished and the next step in their lives was near.

“Be patient and be brave and in
your heart you will always stay forever young."  
Rod Stewart
Student Organizations
STUDENT ASSOCIATION: EXECUTIVE CABINET

Back Row (left to right): Max Mooy (Vice President for Student Affairs), Howard Opinsky (Chief of Staff), Frank Petruchale (President), Dave Parker (Executive Vice President), Stuart Baderoff (Vice President for Publications Affairs), Alex Mondori (Vice President for Financial Affairs), Amy Kuntz (Vice President for Student Activities), Amy Daniel (Office Manager).

Front Row (left to right): Karen Wolfe (Vice President for Public Affairs), Amy Daniel (Office Manager).
GW HATCHET

Student Organizations

Fourth Row (left to right): Meredith Fisher, Al Sazeh, Danielle Nell, Scott Friend
Third Row (left to right): Jim Pymanson, John Miller, John Pohtron, Terry Paiz
Second Row (left to right): Alce Zecchini, Ann Bresheft, Debbie Solomon, Toy Patterson, Wicce Milford, Francie Sandberg
First Row (left to right): Ted Coors, David Weden
TROUBADOURS

First Row (left to right): Melissa Fine, Ron Brown, Kim Hirsch, Renée Jackson
Second Row (left to right): Jon Shee, Mary Cox, Jared Peterson, Cheri McLaren, Thomas Bozelle, Amy Johnston, Adrian Bachea
Third Row (left to right): Michael Doerr, Janelle Hanson, Dan Dolan, Kim Granich, Matt Arzcel
First Row (left to right): Adam Slater, Christina Smart, Bob Freedlen, Carl LiBassi
Second Row (left to right): Michael Pacifico, Dave Aldrich, Alex Mine, John Boyd
Third Row (left to right): Mark Erikson, Dee Edens, Katrina Arion, Jon Schuller
Fourth Row (left to right): Jim Netermyer, Liz Goldman, Amanda Price, Mike Iannicuberto
Fifth Row (left to right): Kelly Downs, Professor Ben Fritz, Matt Distel, Jennifer Late
Sixth Row (left to right): Danielle Many, Karen Riley, April Maddock, Renee Davis
Seventh Row (left to right): Todd Barnes, Jackie Morton, Keena Charles, Steve Fischer, Hope Taylor
GOVERNING BOARD

(left to right: Steve Lefin, Jason Rosenthal, Kathleen Schorr, Charles O'Farrell, Dee Keg, John Kazik, Liz Payton, Kamal Shribi, Janice Eli, LeNorman Strong, Kim Audic, Mark Lee, Jennifer Poli)
First Row (left to right): Robert Ganz, Juan-Carlos Viscarra, Jim Power
Second Row (left to right): Gary Greenbaum, Drew Kane, Jon Schmidt, Jim Holton
STUDENTS AGAINST HANDGUN VIOLENCE

First Row (left to right): Erin Porouch, Ross Misler
Second Row (left to right): Jon Gelvert, Marc Eichon
PROGRESSIVE STUDENT UNION

First Row (left to right): Brad Sipal, Dennis Coyne, Steve Date, Julia Warchob, Steve Roshe
Second Row (left to right): Jay Bushman, Elizabeth Feinberg, Carl Lewin, Beth KaseOVER. Jeremy Goldberg
STUDENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION

First Row (left to right): Lori Weinman, Tony Hedin, David Cudron
Second Row (left to right): Jennifer Goldman, Andrew Habich, Dan Hallish, Peter Lillard, Emily Zimmer, Tammy Lewis, Chung Ju Wu (Bece)
OUTDOOR CLUB

First Row (left to right): Meiko, Theresa, Patric, Andy, Jo, Wu (Bruce), Andrew, Hawbourn, Emily, Zimmer, Tim, Nich. Lee, Becky

Second Row (left to right): Joe, Nichols, Chang, Jo, Wu, (Bruce), Andrew, Hawbourn, Emily, Zimmer, Tim, Nich. Lee, Becky

132 Student Organizations
First Row (left to right): Michelle Siskov, Cliff Baber, Jan Kant, Kevin Curry, Janet Reif, Beth Salzman, Paul Davis, Becker, Paul Arndt, Mia Grady
Second Row (left to right): Lee Hall, Jan Tenste, Diko, Emily Cagg, Howard Bell, Slim Perzan, Kate Simms, Hannah Sack, Eric Busby
Third Row (left to right): Tim Ayres, Jean-Marc Saulli, Maria Code, Cheryl Jones, Anka Zafredic

Student Organizations
VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION

First Row (left to right): Khai Nguyen, Hanh Nguyen, Hong Nguyen, Dung Dinh, Thu Adh, Dung Vo
Second Row (left to right): Tuan Khong, Huy Vu, Lieu Khong, Hai Phan, Tan Nguyen, Binh Trieu
Third Row (left to right): Phuc Tran, Nguyen Th, Tuan Nvo, Hiep Nguyen, Nguyen Vo, Hien Vo

Student Organizations 135
PHILIPPINE CULTURAL SOCIETY

First Row (left to right): Marian Marzai, Jandy Walker, Beth Zalcona, Mel Alvarez, Jay Lopez
Second Row (left to right): Teresa Sala, Jo Marzai, Karla Legarde, Melissa Beat, Leslie Marzai
Third Row (left to right): Marie Marzai, Mike Reyes, John Magpay Bay, Kathy Carangan, Joe Montano, Denise Zosa

136 Student Organizations
Student Organizations 13

MALAYSIAN STUDENTS

(Left to right): Ahmad Fadzil, Salahuddin Ef. Shafee, Fazaldl Ahmad, Nik Ahmad Fauzan
SPANISH CLUB

First Row (left to right): Lee Espinoza, Robert Farkas
Second Row (left to right): Tajo Szaszfi, Lisa Callbreese, Nicole Cortez, Annie Anawat, Carla Lopez, Eric Lloyd
First Row (left to right): Matt Grossman, Debbie Eisenkraft, Terri Sash, Rachel Privler, Dan Cohen
Second Row (left to right): Howard Jeffries, Beth Greenburg, Marcy Pikus, Robin Mishkin, Andrea Mark, Adi Kaner, Rob Griffiths
Third Row (left to right): Jared Ort, Andrea Frolich, Marc Herman
Fourth Row (left to right): Tim Burger, Drew Fellach, Jeremy Schwartz
EUROCLUB

(left to right): Adrian Abraham, David Johnston, Lajos Szecodi, Christian Zafian, Stephanie Pino, Kyle Farnbury
CARIBBEAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

First Row (left to right): Darcy Forteze, Cheryl Joseph, Audrea Tunnall
Second Row (left to right): Cornelia Dewes, Erica Jarrett, Carla Lopez, Shelly Williams, Desire Francis
Third Row (left to right): Jeremy Ludon, Samuel Ludon, Peter Campbell, Richard Williams, Franklin Garcia
THE NO TIME PLAYERS

Front Row (left to right): Andy Shereck, Alisa Rosen
Back Row (left to right): Chris Adams, Chris Marin, Billy Portman, Robert D. Cohen

Student Organizations 143
STUDENTS FOR SOLIDARITY

(left to right: Michael Komnicki, Kelly Burke, Eric Appelman, Eric Kelly)

144 Student Organizations
THETA TAU


BETA ALPHA PSI


ETA KAPPA NU: Top to Bottom: Joseph Frankovich, Michael Livingston, Michael Petrucci, Kamarulhish Hj Harun, Andrew Hosmer, Babak Fouladi, Ping Wong, Barrett Boone, Glen Popick, Nelson Kee, Roderick Gee, Raymond Johnson, Girija Harikar, Karl Gumtow, Maria Ardura, Lila Balali, Yasmine Draoui, Cecile Silvestre, Timur Tabi, Efren Navarro

ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Kimberly Haeftner, Amy Adler, Clara Austin, Rob Sabhanosh, Sam Silverstein, Elizabeth DeFilippo
Greeks
Jesse Lizalde, Martin Price, David Sullivan, Tom Pipkin

David Greenlees, Erica Serabian

Jeffrey "GUMBY" Gumbinner

Karen Feldman
Sitting (left to right): Dave Aldrich (President), Michael Martel (Vice President). First Row: John Scott, member of Pi Kappa Alpha, Todd Tauber (Secretary), Paul Haber, Dave Kerievsky, Aaron Kwittken (Treasurer). Second Row: Dan Serviss, Scott Lovetz, Alex Muchinsky, Dave Escher, member of Phi Kappa Psi, Steve Novak.

Panhellenic

President: Jen Goodrich
Vice President: Marnie Meuron
Secretary: Allison Gellman
Treasurer: Diane Gryzb
PICTURED (L TO R): Michelle Westmore, Angela Williams, Andrea Hall, Daneé Gaines, Kelly Locker, Kimberly Wright, Marsha Reeves, Christine Antonio.


RIGHT SIDE OF EINSTEIN: Todd Stone, Dave Sall, Josh Nordstrom, Richard Berkowitz, Paul Hegarty, Eric Lebson, Chris Petherick, David Cohen, Mike Johnson.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON

LEFT SIDE (B TO T): John Mitros, Andy Zinnes, Andrew Sherman, Mike Jones. RIGHT SIDE: Jamie Flournoy, Bill Weisman, Brad Chamberlain, Mike Jensen, Larry Footer, Dave Trabuisti, David Prall.

Greeks 157
FIRST ROW (L TO R): Jon Fichman, Mike Direnzo, Scott Braunstein, Peter Goodman, Bob Cohen, Josh Feldman, Mike Kraft. THE REST: Dave Lutman, Adam Feldman, Ross Didia, Mike Abirbol, Drew Katz, Evan Landis, Brian Cohen, Mike Krauthamer, Mike Rose, Mike Feinsod, Ross Sandler, Gregg Zalkin, Greg Schwartz, Scott Spielberg, Rob Weinstein, Adam Reisbord, Scott Gordon, Jon Cohen, Matt Goldmark, Scott Callahan, Ara Proudian, Noel Faller, Dean Novin, Rand Siegel.
TAU EPSILON PHI

FIRST ROW (L TO R): Michael Rosen, Tom Walker, Matthew Kane. SECOND ROW: Paul Haber, Matt Barker, Jesus Flores, Robert Jacques, Terry Barden, John Osborne, Jason Jacobson, Michael Martel.
SIGMA GAMMA PHI

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

KAPPA SIGMA

FIRST ROW (L TO R): Josh Paul, Ted Hornbein, Adam Freedman. SECOND ROW: Deakin Lauer, Michael DeMar, Andy Gardner, Vance Burgess, Walter Lock, David Patterson, Andrew Johnston, Ben Bohen, Jon Cushing, John Worth, Alex Mine.

ΚΣ
DELTA GAMMA

IN FRONT OF GATE: Ben Schichman, Jason Knowles.
BEHIND GATE: Ken Curo, Eric Cummings, Kevin Coyle, Jordan Nadell, Justin Corrado, Robert Nichols,
Jonathan Friedman, Mike Endries, Josh Peck, Kevin Hirschfeld, Tom Dixon, Aaron Schneider, John Scott.
CANDIDS
Greeks
180 Greeks
184 Greeks
Residence Halls
First Row (left to right): John Magpanty, Marty Goldstein, Maria Proestov, Tania Kahn, Cynthia Eli, Regina Adler, Christopher Speron, Linda Janow, Heather Briggs, Katherine Mortensen, Amey Bryan, Christopher Ferguson, Michelle Rubin, Thomas Mannion, Todd Rose, Shannon Marshall, Dianne Feeney

Second Row (left to right): Theresa Hinze, Michael Soffler, Martin Simpson, Robert Quan Lee, Karleen Peterson, Jennifer Poli, Steven Fisher, Robin Fagan, Erica Salomon, Chad Miller, Tushar Sham, Paul D’Jock, Travis Wiebe, Mike Oquendo, Josh Cramer, Jon Tarnow

Third Row (left to right): Naoto Osawa, Jason Schwartz, Jason Ford, Scott Smith, Margaret Buckley, Jahnna Hartwig, Elaine Doyle
The GW Residence Hall Association has become a major organization on our campus in recent years. RHA sponsors and co-sponsors many of the events taking place throughout the year. During the first semester, RHA provided students with an opportunity to buy plants in October, as well as attend an Artists in Residence art show. During the month of November, Cultural Appreciation Week was celebrated throughout the halls. In December, students were given the chance to attend a Winter Ball at the Mayflower Hotel. In January, RHA jumped into the new semester by sponsoring the Superdance. Two of RHA's major events of the school year took place in February. The Suitcase Party sent two students to New Orleans and Martha's Marathon of Birthday Bargains raised money for housing scholarships. Finally, in April, RHA and Program Board co-sponsored "Spring Thing".

RHA has developed two new programs that were introduced into the residence halls this year. The first is the International Residents Support Network, which helps those students adjust to life in their new "homes". The second program is the National Residence Hall Honorary, which recognizes Resident and Resident Assistant of the Month for outstanding contributions to the residence halls.

1990-91 is the second year in a row for the GW RHA to win the title "School of the Year" from the North Atlantic Affiliate of the National Association of College and University Residence Halls. They are competing with six other schools nationwide for the National School of the Year Award.
Below: Martha's Marathon of Birthday Bargains raises money for housing scholarships. This year was the 25th anniversary!

Right: RHA sponsors superdance to raise money for muscular dystrophy.

Above: Students from GW and American attended the Winter Ball at the Mayflower Hotel.

Right: RHA's annual plant sale on the ground floor of the Marvin Center.
Congratulations to Strong Hall Council for winning the Walter G. Bryte Jr. Achievement Award at the Excellence in Student Life Awards ceremony.
MUNSON HALL COUNCIL

Front Row (left to right): Sarene Riley, Laura Tadducci, Jenn Poli, Anthony Swain
Back Row (left to right): Rob Klein, Kelli Stam, Alison Aboody, Cyndi Eli, Meaghan Shea, Cathy Smith

192 Residence Halls
MITCHELL HALL COUNCIL

Front Row (left to right): Robyn Kehoe, Gabrielle Gaeta, Debra Gromling, Karen Chalupsky, Alison Onish
Second Row: Nicole Clark, Amy Fredickson, Penny Massoth, Bryan Hoyt, Judd Anglin, Maria-Teresa Garcia
Third Row: Paul D’lock, Christine Collins, Tom Mannion, Josh Crammer
Fourth Row: Peter Hort, Jennifer Sicklerski, Jim Perschbach, Graham Bengan
Back Row: Azrina Azlan, Margaret Cuasay, Elaine Doyle, Missy Sokolowski
Sports
CONGRATULATIONS to the Men's Basketball team for their 19-12 record; the most wins for GW since the 1975-76 season. The Colonials advanced to a post-season tournament for the first time in 30 years by making the National Invitational Tournament. GW came within a game of the NCAA tournament, losing to Penn State in the finals of the Atlantic 10 tournament.

HEAD COACH: Mike Jarvis
CONGRATULATIONS to the Women's Basketball team for their 23-7 record and reaching the second round of the NCAA tournament, where they lost to North Carolina State. The team had its finest season in the 16 year history of the program as it attained its first top-25 ranking in its history. Head coach Joe McKeown was also named as the Atlantic 10 "Coach of the Year".
FRONT ROW: Cinnamon Burnim, Allison O'Neill, Kris Knight, Deborah Levy. BACK ROW: Rex Welch, Jennifer Gray, Holly Vandenberg, Jennifer Smuck, Kelly McCarty, Tracey Webster, Annmarie Henning, Susan Homan.

HEAD COACH: Susan Homan
MEN’S SOCCER
SWIMMING and DIVING
WATER POLO
CONGRATULATIONS to the Gymnastics team for qualifying for the NCAA Southeast Regionals, where they finished sixth out of seven teams. The team had their best season ever with a 22-4 record. Head coach Margie Cunningham was also named NCAA Region "Coach of the Year".
MEN'S TENNIS
FRONT ROW: George Baker, Allen Browning, Josh Spooner, Mike Bonafadini, Jack Martin, Todd Pasinger, Bill Anderson, Matt Aminoff.
MIDDLE ROW: John Treiber, Ken LaVan, Scott Sharpe, Mike Welch, Cameron Theissen, Will Ferguson, Pat Baker, L.J. Alefantis, Greg Orlosky.
BACK ROW: Jay Murphy, Mark Leavitt, Greg Patton, Ryan Hendricks, Jeff Peterson, Rich Rosenberger, Paul Fischer, Dave Fletcher, Don Novak, Alison Aboody, Lew Jenkins, John Castleberry.
Seniors
Seniors
Fadi Al-Afandi
Civil Engineering

Anwar Ahmad Al-Ayoub
Computer Science

Butri Saeed Al-Ghandi
Finance

Zaid Al-Wandawi
Computer Engineering

Ghassan Alami
Mechanical Engineering

Mohamed Alaryani
Computer Engineering

David Ty Aldrich
History

Douglas Earl Alexander
Biology

Hesham Alhijari
Computer Engineering

Rana Alkarram
Civil Engineering

Rula Alkarram
Civil Engineering

Nadiah Alkhariik
Biology
Lisa Allen
Criminal Justice

Chrysie Kekealani Alston
International Affairs

Jonathan M. Altenberg
Political Science

Mark James Alvino
Business Economics

James Karl Amann
East Asian Studies

Nancy Amdur
Journalism

Marsha L. Anderson
International Business

Eduardo V. Aponte
International Business

Vanina M. Archawski
Art History

Cynthia Ann Arciaga
International Affairs

Maria Victoria Ardura
Electrical Engineering

Christa Ann Arie
Economics
Paul A. Bisaccia  Political Science
Vanessa Lyn Bittner  Russian Language and Literature
Stephanie M. Blanco  Medical Technology
Christine A. Blazina  Logistics
Caryn Helene Blicht  Marketing
Mark Mitchell Bluestein  Political Science
Durga Bobba  International Business
Elizabeth Bock  International Affairs
Heinrich Carl Bofinger  Finance
Benjamin Joseph Bohen  History and American Literature
Peter David Boockvar  Finance
Mark Arnold Borer  Chinese Language and Literature
Jody Ann Boudreault  International Affairs
Samuel Courtney Bourns  Sociology
George Louis Bouza  Political Science
Rebecca Louisa Bowen  Human Resources
Andrew Burstein  
Marketing

Kimberly Frances Butler  
Travel and Tourism

Valerie Sheridan Calvert  
Biology

Caryn Lynn Campbell  
Art History

Michael Ross Caplan  
Finance

Gina Marie Cardoni  
International Affairs

Jordana Lee Carmel  
Business Administration

Linda Carr  
Business and Public Management

Robert Caruso  
Civil Engineering

Angelo Casey  
East Asian Studies

Laura Anne Casillo  
Psychology

Liliana Rocio Castro  
Special Education

Terrence Lee Cham  
Biology

George Edward Chamberlin  
Business

Won H. Chang  
International Business

Jamie Chasalow  
Communications
Brant Clifton
Political Science

Jennifer Coffey
Marketing

Leslie Susan Cohen
Educational and Human Development

David Sherman Cohen
International Business

Ellen Lee Cohen
Travel and Tourism

Hillary Sharon Cohen
Psychology

Kimberly Gale Cohen
Radio and Television Communications

Lesley Beth Cohen
Elementary Education

Mitchell Cohen
Radio and Television Communications

Robert Dylan Cohen
English

Silvie Israel Cohen
Chemistry

Steven Cohen
Philosophy

Mary Patricia Colasanti
French Language and Literature

Christine Coleman
Literature in English

Philippe Coles
Finance

Sarah Eleanor Collier
Criminal Justice
Christian DeAngelis  
Business and Public Management

Elizabeth DeFilippo  
Geography

Masumi Deguchi  
International Business

Gregorio del Campo  
International Business

Michael J. DeMar  
International Affairs

Bettina Dettwiler  
Spanish

David W. Deustermann  
International Affairs

Nicole Rose Di Palma  
English Literature

Ana Maria Diaz  
International Business

Kindung Thi Dinh  
Chemistry and Zoology

Jeffrey L. Dion  
Mechanical Engineering

Michael DiPaolo  
Civil Engineering

Linh Ngoc Do  
Electrical Engineering

Leslie Dobres  
Political Communications

John P. Dodenhoff  
Political Science

Lisa Ann Donnelly  
International Business
Mary Elizabeth Ensign
Psychology

Steven Marc Epstein
Zoology

Steven Andrew Farber
Radio and Television
Communications

Marc Epstein
Business Administration

Jill Epstein
Finance

Susan Estabrooks
Biology

Andrew Justin Falk
Political Science

Martha Ellen Fainberg
Radio and Television
Communications

Elizabeth Sara Fairhead
Political Science

Jessica Regan Farley
Political Science

James Salvatore Famuloaro
International Business

Matthew D. Eyles
History and Political Science
Shawn Robert Farrell
Economics and Political Science

Nik Mohamed Fauzan
Accountancy

Karen Christine Feeney
International Affairs

Robert A. Feinblatt
Finance

Karen Feldman
Elementary Education

Michael Aaron Feldman
International Business

Kenneth I. Ferleger
Accountancy

Liza Veronica Fernandez
Marketing

Marcie Lynne Fero
Journalism

Iman Mohammed Finaish
International Business

Steven Arthur Fischer
Systems Analyst

Amy Elizabeth Fisher
Elementary Education
James Anthony Fisher  
Computer Engineering

Nancy Lauren Fishkin  
Psychology

Deborah Sarah Flax  
Marketing

Joanne Flechner  
Elementary Education

Jodi Lynn Fliegelman  
Speech and Hearing

Taerita Constance Ford  
Informational Process

David Laurence Forde  
Political Science

Rachel E. Forsyth  
Anthropology

Madeline Mary Fortman  
International Affairs

Kenneth Foster  
Accounting

Michael Foster  
GWU

Ainsley Elliot Foulds  
Education
Matthew Alan Friedman
Political Communications

Jennifer Leigh Frost
Philosophy

Leigh Colette Fryant
Geography

Reina Fujita
International Affairs

Jennifer Funke
English Literature

Todd William Furrer
International Business

Denise Lynn Fuselier
International Affairs

Punitha T. Gabriel
Business Administration

Laura Elizabeth Gaines
English Literature

Elizabeth Gallenagh
International Affairs

Maria Fe Galvez
Philosophy

Alba V. Garcia
Computer Engineering

Elba Maria Garcia
Special Education

Cari Lee Gast-Mulherin
Political Science

Eric Gatoff
Finance

Lisa Marie Geczik
Accountancy
Heather Anne Kane
Psychology

Kerri Ann Kane
International Affairs

Karen Kanefield
International Affairs

Lori Kangisser
Criminal Justice

Aliza Kaplan
Sociology

Karin Kaplan
English Literature

Laura Gayle Kaplan
Economics

Mark Karver
Elementary Education

Michael Benjamin Katcher
Finance

Jay H. Katz
Psychology

Michael Lawrence Kaufman
Business Economics

Moutaz Fouad Kayal
Business Administration

Nelson Moy Kee
Electrical Engineering

Sean Patrick Kelly
Psychology and History

Thomas P. Kelly
International Affairs

Valerie Diane Keoun
Art History
Lisa Carol Lafollette  
International Affairs

Jayne Ann Lakoff  
Accounting

Duc Hong Lam  
Business Administration

Helene Landau  
Anthropology

Tracey Kimberley Lande  
Radio/TV and Theater

Katherine C. Laney  
Psychology

Matthew Francis Lantry  
International Affairs

Robert Sean Lantry  
International Affairs

Joel Desingco Lara  
Finance

Rebecca J. Larish  
Art History

Laura Lasalle  
Speech and Hearing Science

James Laubner  
International Business
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Joseph Laudano</td>
<td>International Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Lavoie</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darren Scott Lazarus</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursula Maria Lazo</td>
<td>International Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Lebauer</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanmie Lee</td>
<td>International Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Lee</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah K. Lenart</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Lawrence Leone</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory S. Leong</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Lepkowski</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Helene Lescrenier</td>
<td>Human Resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mitchell Todd Pascal
Elementary Education

Gabrielle Pecarsky
Art History

Joseph Penna Jr.
History

Andrea Perl
Communications

Kathryn M. Pescrille
Sociology

David Michel Peters
Physics

Jan Peters
Political Science

Francis R. Petramale
International Affairs

Hai H. Phan
Electrical Engineering

Hilary S. Phillips
Criminal Justice

Andrea Fern Pikus
Finance

Leslie Pillman
Political Science

Jill Pincus
Psychology

Ellen Agnes Platt
International Affairs

Eric C. Plesniarski
History

Dara Suzanne Podber
Psychology
Lauren Saletan  
Human Services

Caren Salin  
English

Kara Marie Salvitti  
Marketing

Ross Eric Sandler  
Marketing

Lee Sang-Kyu  
Computer Science

Jennifer L. Sanscrointe  
International Affairs

Michael Saslausky  
Information Systems

Gina Marie Sataro  
International Affairs

Sheryl Scarperi  
Marketing

Jocelyn Schappaugh  
International Business

Brandon P. Scheid  
International Affairs

Robert Seth Schildkraut  
Political Science
Christopher J. Shoemaker
Political Science

Allyn Shore
International Affairs

Jennifer Lynn Showalter
Psychology

Andrea Joy Shreeman
Radio/TV

Tarun Sibal
International Business

Dina Siber
International Affairs

Allan Marshall Siegel
Finance

Irina Carlota Silber
Anthropology

Carl Silverio
Zoology

Jennifer D. Silverman
Political Science

Scott Jeffrey Silverman
Finance

Charles M. Silverston
Economics

Catherine G. Silvestre
Physician Assistant

Christina Simington
Biology

Richard Porter Simmons
Political Science

Michelle Hope Simon
Travel and Tourism
Karen Levy Siscoe  
Psychology

Diane Sadowsky Sisson  
Business Administration

Nelson Sitton  
Electrical Engineering

Natalie Jean Skadra  
International Affairs

Rachel Lynn Skloff  
English

Sandra Taylor Slonmer  
Anthropology

Holly Rachel Slonaker  
Sociology

Pamela Small  
International Affairs

Edward Sharp Smart  
Finance

Richard Deshaun Smith  
Business Administration

Scott Timothy Smith  
Political Science

Pamela Smithline  
International Affairs

Sarah Adele Sockolof  
Political Science

Edmund Soleymani  
Finance

Lisa Beth Somerstein  
International Business

Jae Min Song  
Economics
Alan Leslie Tauber
Finance

Stephen Taylor
Psychology

Eric Terrell
Philosophy

Sisay Tesfaye
Electrical Engineering

Ronnie Thaxton
Political Science

Tracey Ann Therit
International Affairs

Bruce Tran
Electrical Engineering

Mark A. Tricarico
Finance

Clifton Anthony Troy
Biology

Carter Blair Troyan
East Asian Studies

Robyn Beth Trugman
Finance

Russell Scott Tunick
Radio/TV

Andrew Timothy Turney
Finance

Althea Patricia Tyndall
Zoology

Stephanie Ulrey
French and German

Craig Urch
Political Science
Sheryl A. Williams
Biology

Deborah Wiltshire
International Affairs

Michael Lawrence Winick
Psychology

Sharyn Denise Wizda
Journalism

Alex Wolfe
International Business

Cynthia Wolk
Speech and Hearing

Choi Jung Wook
Marketing

Stacy Hope Worth
Finance

Phan Minh Xuan
Computer Engineering

Alisa Lynne Yaffe
Psychology

Jonathan Yaged
Finance

Ritz Robert Yap
International Business

Kathryn Yarhouse
American Literature

Aida Yassa
Criminal Justice

Alec Chatham Zacaroli
Journalism

Barry Alan Zamore
Finance
Odds and Ends
Yearbook Staff

LYNNE ROSENBLATT
Greek Editor

DANA PALMER
Greek Photographer

BRANDY PRICE
Administration/Faculty Editor

JODI PADNICK
Student Organizations Editor

SONIA ZAMBORSKY
Photographer

DANIELLE ROBINSON
Photographer

ALIESS BRADY
Photographer

MICHAEL KRAUTHAMER
Photographer

Sonia Zamborsky

Theresa James

Dana Palmer, Theresa James, Jodi Padnick, Shazia Azhar
Greg del Campo, Bill Hutchinson, Angela Casey, Dave Curtis, Sonia Zamborsky, Mohab Akhnoukh, Sean McClafferty, Danielle Robinson, Dave Curtis, Shazia Azhar, Brandy Price, and Theresa James

Jodi Padnick

Angela Casey, Mohab Akhnoukh, Theresa James, Dave Curtis, Dana Palmer, Shazia Azhar, Bill Hutchinson, Danielle Robinson, Lynne Rosenblatt, Sean McClafferty, Jay Katz, Greg del Campo

Mohab Akhnoukh

Angela Casey

Sonia Zamborsky, Mohab Akhnoukh
A Night At Uno's

Left: Top: Lynne Rosenblatt, Mohab Akhnoukh, Dana Palmer, Theresa James, Jodi Padnick, Shazia Azhar; Middle: Greg Del Campo, Bill Hutchinson, Angela Casey, Dave Curtis, Sean McClafferty, Danielle Robinson, Jay Katz. Bottom: Lynne Rosenblatt, Dana Palmer.

Top right: Angela Casey, Mohab Akhnoukh, Theresa James, Dave Curtis, Dana Palmer, Shazia Azhar, Bill Hutchinson, Danielle Robinson, Lynne Rosenblatt, Sean McClafferty, Jay Katz, Greg Del Campo.
THANK YOU'S

JOHN BAILEY
LIZ PANYON
POTTS AND MYRNA
STEVE MORSE
RICHARD SIMMONS
MIKE BROWN

THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
THE OCL STAFF
ANN WINLUND
BARBARA DE ROSA
BOB CASTRO
THE STUDENT MANAGERS
PATRICE SONBERG AND SARAH
BIONDI
THE HOUSEKEEPING STAFF
OUR FRIENDS, ROOMMATES, AND
FAMILIES
EVERYONE ON THE FOURTH FLOOR
CHERRY TREE AWARDS *

Theresa "THE COOKIE MONSTER" James
Shazia "WILMA FLINTSTONE" Azhar
Mohab "SCRAPPY DOO" Akhnoukh
Jay "GARFIELD" Katz
David "CHARLIE BROWN" Curtis
Greg "BEETLE BAILEY" Del Campo
Angela "LUCY" Casey
Sean "HAGAR THE HORRIBLE" McClafferty
Lynne "ERNIE" Rosenblatt...see Dana Palmer
Jodi "CASPER THE FRIENDLY GHOST" Padnick
Dana "BERT" Palmer...see Lynne Rosenblatt
Sonia "SLEEPY" Zambrosky
Danielle "PEPPERMINT PATTI" Robinson
Bill "BILL THE CAT" Hutchinson

*WITH A NEW TWIST
Well, I guess it is time to say goodbye. I've spent a lot of time with the Cherry Tree - all four years that I've been at GW - and I'm very proud of what I have produced. However, I cannot end here without thanking everyone who has supported me while I've been at school. I'll have to start with my family. A million thanks go out to my Mom, Dad, and Ginnie - I love you all very much, thanks for being there! Next, I would like to thank all of my friends - college would not have been the same without you: Lori, Natalie, Renny, Kim, Kathy, Laura, Laurie, Jen, Julia, Jen, Susan, Claudine, Cyndi, Chris, Alex, Michele, Heather, and Kathleen (basically the whole Dee Gee crew). In addition, I certainly would not have been able to complete the book without Mohab and Shazia - good luck next year and know that I will miss you both. Finally, there is one person left, who I did not forget about, that is very special to me and has made my senior year amazing - thank you for all of your love and support John, I could not have done it without you!

Now that I have gotten through all of the thank you’s, I would like share some of my GW memories: Thurston Hall (925 with Debby and Amy), Hearts, Bread and Cheese Bar, The Pre-Med Major, Chemistry, Mitchell Hall, My “Roommate”, Rhonda the Rat, Aspen, Pittsburgh (especially the “O”), concerts, Milton Hall, The Rooster, Delta Gamma (especially sunshines and chapter), The Psychology Major, Chocolate Chip Cookies at the Rat, Summer Staff (especially road trips and movie nights), August 26/Ghost, Italian Class, Girl Scout Cookies, Ben and Jerry’s, The Purple Chanel Shoes, New Hampshire, Alabama, Graduation. I've only touched on a few, but all of my memories are good ones! As I finally come to an end, there is just one more thing that I have to say ... "Nothing left to do but smile, smile, smile." (Grateful Dead)
Congratulations to
Jordana
and the
Class Of 1991
The Carmels
Dearest Allison
You’re Still The Best
With All Our Love
Mom, Dad, Jill,
Dan, Tasha, & Fred
Congratulations To Our Beloved Daughter
Mink Leigh Chung
You’ve Always Made Us Very Proud And You’ve Brightened Our Lives So Much.

Best Wishes For Your Success And Happiness
With Love,
Mom & Dad
To Our Dearest Son
Michael Klieman
May Your Life Be Filled With Happiness

Congratulations!
With All Our Love,
Mom And Dad
Snapple®
NATURAL BEVERAGES

The Best Of Luck
To
Peter Marsh
Dear Rach,
Expensive...
But Worth It!
Love,
Dad
We Are The Proud Family Of
The Editor-In-Chief
Theresa M. James
Congratulations On Your
Outstanding Accomplishments

With Love
Mom, Dad, And Ginnie
Hide not your talents, they for use were made...
What's a Sun-dial in the shade?

Dearest Heather, on your graduation:

WITHIN YOUR REACH
lies every path
you have ever dreamed of taking

WITHIN YOUR POWER
lies every step
you have ever dreamed of making

WITHIN YOUR SIGHT
lies every joy
you have ever dreamed of seeing

WITHIN YOURSELF
lies everything
you have ever dreamed of being

We love you very much, are
very proud of you, and wish
you every happiness!

The Newberg Parental Units
(Mom and Dad), Alison and
Grandpop
Congratulations

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT • 365 DAYS A YEAR

TOWER VIDEO

WASHINGTON D.C.
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
21st & I (R) / 20th & Penn. (V)
2 Blks. East Of Foggy Bottom Metro (Tickets)

TYSON'S
8369 Leesburg Pike
1/2 Mile West Of Rt. 123
No Tickets

ROCKVILLE
1685 Rockville Pike, In Congressional Plaza
2 Blks. West Of Twinbrook Metro (No Tickets)

Laura Friedman
Congratulations Frank. We're very proud of you and your accomplishments and wish you and the class of 1991 the best of luck.

Love
Mom, Dad, Paul & Theresa Petramale and Grandma Santini

Jordan
We are very proud! Congratulations to your friends and the class of 1991.
With much love,
Carol, Noel, & Andy Hecht

To Lisa
with love and hugs on this big day from Mom & Georgie
Dear Scott,
Your family proudly celebrates your outstanding academic achievements and take equal pride in your fine human qualities. You are "special" in so many ways.
We love you!
Mom, Dad & Jennifer

To our son
Adam Brett Schulman
Congratulations! We are so very proud of you! You have had a fabulous four years — first being an important member to the best fraternity on your campus — Pi Kappa Alpha, and second for becoming president of Beta Alpha Psi!
We wish you the best in the years to come and always remember that we are your parents and will always be here for you! We love you!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations
Graduates

OFFICE HOURS
BY APPOINTMENT

Anita L. Cham, M.D.
DERMATOLOGY

14 CALAIS RD.
MT. FREEDOM, N.J.
Tel. (201) 895-4700

210 HIGH STREET
HACKETTSTOWN, N.J.
TEL: (201) 852-4817
Congratulations  
Eric Weissman  
As always, you have made us very proud of you! May all your dreams become realities. Best of luck to you and your brothers of Alpha Epsilon Pi.  
Love,  
Mom, Dad, Matt & Mitch

Adam  
As you approach this next stage of life, we want you to know that we are very proud of you and we know that you will accomplish whatever you set out to do.  
We wish you happiness, health, success, contentment and adventure.  
Love always,  
Mom, Dad & Randi

Our wishes for our daughter, Alyssa, and her friends in the GWU class of 1991:  
May every sadness bring new insight and awareness.  
May every obstacle become a mere challenge.  
May every confrontation offer a fresh beginning.  
May every achievement form the basis for future growth.  
May every conquest emerge as an opportunity to contribute to the betterment of others.  
May every dream grow into a reality.  
May every happiness forever replenish your soul.  
With love and pride,  
Laurence and Marilyn Rosenthal

David Lachtman  
As always we are very proud of you. Wishing you health, happiness, success, and love, always.  
Mom, Charlie, Lloyd, Brian and Kizzy
To Barry

You did it!!
We wish you a wonderful future—filled with success, happiness, health, laughter, & love.
We’re proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Rochelle & Lynda

Congratulations
Stephanie Novak
We are so proud of your achievements. Continued success in graduate school. You’ve only just begun. May all of your become reality.

Love,
Mom, Stan, Judi & Joe

With love to
Glenn Ivan Beyer

Steffi Dollinger
You are the sunshine of our lives.
We love you.
Mom & Dad

“The roots of true achievement in the will to become the best that you can become”
— Harold Taylor.
And so begins a new chapter in your life . . .
We’re very proud of you.
Congratulations to the class of 1991.

Hope and Barry Beyer
Rocky and Casper too.
CONGRATULATIONS
to the Class of '91
from Greg Heller's
Team

We remember
you like this as
if it was
yesterday. We
are so proud of
your growth and
accomplishments.

We love you,
Allan.

Love
Mom & Dad

Stephanie,
We are so proud of
you.
Congratulations!
All of our love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations to Ned
and the Class of 1991.

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Nancy
Congratulations Glen!
Mom and Dad

Forough Parvizian

Little Mikey - Still cute after all these years!
Love, Mom and Dad

BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1991 FROM THE CHERRY TREE YEARBOOK STAFF
Dear Meredith,

“Our Miss Giggles”
Your smile is as bright as a shining star! You make us very proud.

LOVE,
Mom, Dad
Melissa and Russell

Russ,

With pride and love in your past achievements and great expectations for the future - Your dreams are right around the corner...
We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Brian

Dear Danielle,

We love you and are so proud.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Shari

May your future be all you have dreamed. With love and pride

Mom, Dad, Colleen

Geri Weinfeld,

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Debra
To Lisa,

Best of everything to the most wonderful daughter.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations Becky
We love you.
Mom, Dad, and Bob

Struggling through 4 hard years, never letting the pressure get me down.
Oh, Gawd! Anybody have a job for me??

Kevin J. Droutman
Accountancy

Congratulations Jennifer!
Best wishes to you and the Class of '91!
Linda and Beck Wagshul

Congratulations Andrea
Love,
Mom and Dad
David, Patti
Laurie and Richard

Congratulations to the Class of 1991
Mr. and Mrs. Burton L. Geltzeiler and Family

To David R.L.
Bob & Charlie
Edie
Jen & Mar
Mike & Carol
Cory & Melody
Dad
AUNT MARION

CONGRATULATIONS!!

What, me worry?

Dear Brad,
The future is yours.
Grab it.
Congratulations on a job well done.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jennifer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tony and Ann Beale | To Monica,  
Who far exceeded our expectations.  
Congratulations.  
Love,  
Mom and Dad.         |
| Mom, Dad, Linda, and Damon | Congratulations Laura.  
We love you. |
|                    | Cuddles,  
We wish you all the best.  
Mom and Dad           |
|                    | Congratulations and Best  
Wishes with Love,  
Amber, William, and Brian |
| Jonathan and Stephen | Congratulations Cathryn Jane  
We love you  
Mom and Dad  
Jonathan and Stephen |
|                    | Congratulations Julie  
We are very proud of you and wish you much success.  
Love,  
Mom, Dad, and Bianca |
|                     | Lorraine Gumenick                                                       |
Congratulations and Best Wishes to the Class of 1991. May all your dreams come true.
The Opinsky Family

Good Luck Nancy Lauren and the Class of 1991. May all your dreams come true.

To our wonderful son Robert, Congratulations on your graduation. All our love, Carol and Gil Weinstein

Congratulations

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT - 365 DAYS A YEAR

TOWER RECORDS | VIDEO

WASHINGTON D.C.
2900 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
713-8474 (V) 713-9701 (T)
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6191 Leesburg Pike
821-1372 (V) 821-9223 (T)

ROCKVILLE
1881 Rockville Pike, In Congressional Plaza
727-8900 (V) 727-0502 (T)
To MICHÉLE LYONS,
Congratulations on your graduation.
It seems such a short time
since joy was your college
and wonder, your professor.

Love,
Dad, Mom and Scott

T. Rubsamen Associates
COMPLIMENTS OF

Yearbook Associates
SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHERS

Regional Office and Studio:
6900 Laurel Bowie Road • Bowie, MD 20715
Baltimore Area 727-4114
MD DC VA 301-262-7997
Dear Jen,
We’re so proud of you. You have grown into a bright, beautiful young woman and we know you will succeed with your plans.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Rob, and Grandma.
To my darling daughter, Lisa Marni, who has been a continuing source of pride and joy.

Your loving father.
To you, Lisa Marni
The most wonderful and best daughter in this world.
All my love forever,
Mom

To Michelle and her friends,
May all your wishes and dreams turn into incredibly successful realities!
With all our love,
Mom, Dad, and Erica
The Gutmans

To our wonderful daughter and sister, Jennifer Frankel,
May all your tomorrows be as happy and successful as your yesterdays. We're very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and David

The Man Behind The Glass
When you get what you want in the struggle for self,
And the world makes you king for a day,
Just go to the mirror and look at yourself,
And see what THAT man has to say.
For it isn't your father or mother or wife,
Whose judgment upon you must pass,
The fellow whose verdict counts the most in your life
Is the one staring back from the glass.
Yet people might think you're a straight-shootin' chum,
And call you a wonderful guy,
But the man in the glass says you're only a bum.
If you can't look him straight in the eye.
He's the fellow to please, never mind all the rest,
For he's with you clear up to the end.
And you've passed your most dangerous, difficult test
If the guy in the glass is your friend.
You may fool the whole world down the pathway of years.
And get pats on the back as you pass.
But your final reward will be heartache and tears
If you've cheated the man in the glass.

Congratulations to Paul Bisaccia and the Class of 1991.
Love always, Mom, Dad, and Nancy

To Debbie Grika -
You have climbed to the top of the mountain,
now you can reach for the stars.
With love and pride,
Mom and Dad
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE FIRST GRADUATES OF THE
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND
PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
(Formerly the School of Government and Business Administration)

Roderick S. French, Ben Burdetsky, and Stephen Joel Trachtenberg cut ribbon celebrating the School of Business and Public Management’s new name on September 10, 1990.

Best wishes from Dean Ben Burdetsky; Michael Harmon, Senior Associate Dean; Robert F. Dyer, Associate Dean; Lois Graff, Associate Dean; The Faculty and Staff of SBPM and welcome to the SBPM Alumni Association as you join over 20,000 of your fellow alums!
The Office of Campus Life
bids a fond farewell
to the Classes of 1991.

We wish you the best of luck always.
MEMORIES, LIKE THE CORNERS OF MY MIND...
MISTY WATER COLORED MEMORIES

MARY CONNEELY
KIM FLYNN
MARC MORSE
JILL RABBITINO

KAREN ROULLET
MEG RYAN
GREG VARGAS
JON YAGED

Congratulations to all the Program Board Seniors!!!!

SMILES WE GAVE TO ONE ANOTHER...OF THE WAY WE WERE
Andge,
Health!
Happiness!
Success!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Marcy

Congratulations Richard and
the Class of '91. We Wish You
All Happiness and Success in
the Future Years Ahead.

The Grodins
Verne, Herb and Brian

Dear Adam,
Our wishes for the best of
futures with love and pride,

Mom and Harvey

Congratulations, Laura!
Best of luck,

Love,
Betty, Brian, and Kevin
Mahoney

Congratulations Denine and
the Class of 1991.
Remember yesterday
Dream of tomorrow
But live for today.

Mom, Dad and Lynnie

With pride and
joy we wish our
darling Nicole
health, happiness,
and a wonderful
life always.

Love, Hugs, and
Kisses,

Roz, Jay, and
Danielle

To the entire
class of 1991 our
Best Wishes for
Future Success.

BRIGHT, ARTICULATE, IDEALISTIC 1991
COLLEGE GRADUATE SEeks SIX-FIGURE INCOME.
(NO TYPING OR PHONE) CORNER OFFICE,
CLOTHING ALLOWANCE AND 4 WEEKS VACATION.

GOOD LUCK, CHRIS. WE ARE PROUD OF YOU....

LOVE,

MOM, DAD, ROSANNE AND CAROLYN

CHERRY TREE PATRONS
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas J. P.
McGowan
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A.
Freedman
Mr. and Mrs. Brinton M.
Simington
COLONIAL PATRONS
Dr. & Mrs. Basheer Ahmed
Fred & Deanna Ball
Eugene V. Barasch
Gisela M. Becker
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Cardoni
Bernard & Diane Clarke
Laurette M. Donovan
Molly & Kenneth Donnelly
Carole, Herbert, Deborah Ferleger
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon D. Gardner
Elizabeth Gallenagh
Richard Gordon
Kalman & Ellen Heller
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Idzi, Sr.
Dr. & Mrs. James Kane
Lee & Carol Kane
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Kaplan
Stan & Jo Ann Katz
The Koczan Family
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel LeBauer
Nancy & Franklin Levy
Gerald & Barbara Manna
Charles Maynard
Mickey Mouse
Beth & Marvin Pincus
The Podoff Family
Jerry & Jane Pressman
Louis & Mary Ann Ricciuti
Bob, Rona, Mark, Adam Schachter
Alan & Roberta Schildkraut
Warren & Linda Schueler
Arthur & Marlene Shapiro
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Siber
The Weiner Family

CHERRY BLOSSOM PATRONS
Duke Yon Bae
Roger Gaspari
Carol Gecirk
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Hirsch
Gopal C. Parija

Complimentary Patrons
Dr. & Mrs. Leonard Bickman
Peter & Rosemarie Ciccone
Gordon & Jane Cummings
Mr. & Mrs. W. B. Dunigan
Helene & Edward Gorenstein
Dr. & Mrs. Marvin Kanefield
Robin Meader
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis O'Leary
Shannon A. Oboyle
Geraldine M. Ryan
Joseph H. Spinelli
Constance Young
HAIL ALMA MATER,
TO THY SPIRIT GUIDING,
KNOWLEDGE THY CLOSEST FRIEND
IN ITS STRENGTH ABIDING,
PLEDGE WE FIDELITY
NE'ER ITS PLACE RESIGNING,
HAIL THEE GEORGE WASHINGTON
WORDS OF WISDOM...
from the mouths of a few graduates, who would like to leave you with their thoughts...

BEN GOLDMAN...
"I believe in the soul, the cock, the pussy, the small of a woman's back, the hanging curve ball, high fiber, good scotch, that the novels of Susan Sontag are self-indulgent overrated crap, I believe Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone, I believe there ought to be a constitutional amendment outlawing astroturf and the designated hitter, I believe in the sweet spot, soft core porn, opening your presents Christmas morning rather than Christmas Eve, and I believe in long, slow, wet kisses that last three days."
Crash Davis (from the film Bull Durham)

KAREN C. FEENEY...
Objective secured, we're outa here!!!
"Friendship is the inexpressible comfort of feeling safe with a person, having neither to weigh thoughts nor to measure words."
George Elliot
"The old pattern of my life is shattered. It hangs around me in shreds. Great things are going to happen from this. I feel the fermentation."
Anais Nin (Henry and June)

DENISE FUSELIER...
"The quality of a person's life is in direct proportion to their commitment to excellence, regardless of their chosen field of endeavor."
Vince T. Lombardi
"The highest reward for a person's toil is not what they get for it, but what they become by it."
John Ruskin

JILL RABINO...
"Hi, I'm Jill S. Rabino and I have THE FUNNIEST STORY."

MICHELLE POTTER...
"In a cold world you need your friends to keep you warm."
"WOW!"

CHRISTOPHER SPERON...
"Don't give up!"

MICHELE REMILLARD...
"WELL, you can just settle down."

RICHARD P. SIMMONS...
The most noble times in life are humbling ones.